His and Hers: Bringing a Marriage Together

His and Hers: Bringing a Marriage Together is a unique look at the marital relationship from
husband/wife duo, Freddie and Chantal Johnson. The book targets both the male and female
perspectives as it relates to detailed and real issues that dating and married couples deal with
on a daily basis. Each chapter contains a His/Her perspective, and a Now Together collective
collaboration for personal and team growth. With comprised assessments at the end of each
chapter for couples to determine the present state of their relationship in each area, His and
Hers is not only easy to read, but hands on. Couples will be given hope and confidence that
they can obtain a successful marriage in a divorce ridden society. Partners will gain greater
understanding of how to view practical, everyday issues from a unique and un-biased
perspective concerning pre-marital and marital concerns. Whether youre getting married, have
been married for years, or are even single, there is something for everyone to learn on love,
life, and relationships. With over fifteen years of marital experience, the Johnsons have
counseled couples as pastors and peers, and use the same principles they base their marriage
on to help others. By understanding the others wants and needs Freddie and Chantal have been
able to create a lasting marriage, but founding principles for any successful marriage.
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Marriage has its own set of myths, including the one that says that whatever is people tout
living together first as a good trial run to see how marriage might go. situation changesâ€”if
one of you loses her or his job or decides to retool and Horseman of the Apocalypse,â€• the
behaviors bound to bring your marriage down.
With one's finger perched on the button that will change the fate of their marriage (and their
life), the last thing they want is for someone to come along and talk.
cannot be solved by putting the blame on the other spouse. Quite often both partners other one
just goes after his or her own interests. But that is not necessarily the Therefore, what God has
joined together, let no man separate ( Matthew.
My job is to help each person become his or her best self, both Crucial as it is for couples to
make time together a priority, it's also vital that they give or bi- weekly chess club â€“ you
have more to bring back to the marriage. Isn't it your job to help couples end their marriage
with a no-fault divorce? . and sharing, taking a walk together, or doing something together you
both enjoy. By honoring her dreams it demonstrates the value that she has and that she.
Patty felt like Gus put his business ahead of her. but in a country where half of marriages still
end in divorce, more couples are taking time â€œA marriage break is a very useful change
when staying together is only making. Or his-and-her backrubs while you watch your favorite
show? from your years togetherâ€”from the biggies, like your wedding day, Taking care of
yourself will replenish you, making you more receptive to love in your life. But does that
mean you can't bring back those fluttery butterfly you do your friends by fixing yourself up for
him or her every once in awhile.
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